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The alphaproteobacterium Sinorhizobium fredii NGR234 has an exceptionally wide host range, as it forms nitrogen-fixing nod-
ules with more legumes than any other known microsymbiont. Within its 6.9-Mbp genome, it encodes two N-acyl-homoserine-
lactone synthase genes (i.e., traI and ngrI) involved in the biosynthesis of two distinct autoinducer I-type molecules. Here, we
report on the construction of an NGR234-�traI and an NGR234-�ngrI mutant and their genome-wide transcriptome analysis. A
high-resolution RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis of early-stationary-phase cultures in the NGR234-�traI background sug-
gested that up to 316 genes were differentially expressed in the NGR234-�traI mutant versus the parent strain. Similarly, in the
background of NGR234-�ngrI 466 differentially regulated genes were identified. Accordingly, a common set of 186 genes was
regulated by the TraI/R and NgrI/R regulon. Coregulated genes included 42 flagellar biosynthesis genes and 22 genes linked to
exopolysaccharide (EPS) biosynthesis. Among the genes and open reading frames (ORFs) that were differentially regulated in
NGR234-�traI were those linked to replication of the pNGR234a symbiotic plasmid and cytochrome c oxidases. Biotin and pyr-
roloquinoline quinone biosynthesis genes were differentially expressed in the NGR234-�ngrI mutant as well as the entire cluster
of 21 genes linked to assembly of the NGR234 type III secretion system (T3SS-II). Further, we also discovered that genes respon-
sible for rhizopine catabolism in NGR234 were strongly repressed in the presence of high levels of N-acyl-homoserine-lactones.
Together with nodulation assays, the RNA-seq-based findings suggested that quorum sensing (QS)-dependent gene regulation
appears to be of higher relevance during nonsymbiotic growth rather than for life within root nodules.

The ability of bacteria to sense a certain population density has
become known as quorum sensing (QS). Quorum sensing is a

cell density-dependent system of gene regulation in prokaryotes
(1, 2). Through the accumulation of bacterially produced signal-
ing molecules (autoinducers [AIs]), the bacterial population is
able to sense increases in cell density and alter gene expression
accordingly. Many examples of QS-dependent gene regulation
processes have been described in a wide variety of Gram-negative
and Gram-positive species. Thereby, it was found that pathoge-
nicity, biofilm formation, production of extracellular proteins,
secondary metabolite production, and other processes are often
subject to QS-dependent regulation. N-Acyl-homoserine-lac-
tones (AHLs) are the key signaling molecules in the cell density-
dependent system of gene regulation in many Gram-negative bac-
teria (3, 4). The AHLs are synthesized through a LuxI-like protein
(EC 2.3.1.184), using S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) and an acyl-
acyl carrier protein (acyl-ACP) from the fatty acid biosynthesis
pathway (5). Within the cells, the signals are recognized by the
LuxR-type receptor/regulator proteins (6), building up complexes
that subsequently stimulate subordinated processes.

Many soil bacteria interact with plants in ways that range from
symbiotic and beneficial to pathogenic associations. Some symbi-
otic alpha- and betaproteobacteria (commonly called rhizobia)
are able to form nitrogen-fixing root nodules together with the
legume plant. The symbiosis is initiated by a signal exchange be-
tween the legume plant and the microbe (7–9). Within this frame-

work, it is noteworthy that some rhizobia have evolved mecha-
nisms that allow them to nodulate a larger variety of legume plants
than others. These strains have been designated “broad-host-
range” strains, and they are promiscuous with respect to the selec-
tion of their host plants (10). Sinorhizobium fredii NGR234 (here
called NGR234) nodulates more than 120 genera of legumes and
the nonlegume Parasponia andersonii (10, 11). No other strain
with such a wide host range is currently known, and mainly be-
cause of its host range, NGR234 is a well-studied model organism.
NGR234 was isolated in 1965 from the lablab bean (Lablab pur-
pureus) in Papua New Guinea (12). Its 6.9-Mbp genome encodes
a remarkable number of secretion systems and other interesting
features that give some clues to the molecular keys to broad host
range (13 and references therein).

The NGR234 genome encodes two distinct QS systems where
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one of the AI synthases is designated traI and the second gene is
designated ngrI. TraI synthesizes an AHL that is N-(3-
oxooctanoyl)-L-homoserine lactone (here called 3-oxo-C8-HSL)
(14), and ngrI encodes an enzyme that probably synthesizes a not-
yet-characterized derivative of an autoinducer I-type molecule
(13). TraI is encoded on the 0.54-Mbp symbiotic replicon
pNGR234a as part of a conserved cluster of genes that share a high
degree of synteny with the Ti plasmid of Agrobacterium tumefa-
ciens (13, 14). This conserved cluster contains, beside the traI gene,
the traR and traM regulatory genes as well as other genes required
for conjugative DNA transfer and replication of the plasmid. With
respect to the high synteny with A. tumefaciens, it can be postu-
lated that TraR associates with 3-oxo-C8-HSL and that it is in-
volved in transcriptional activation of QS-dependent promoters
(14). TraM is a homolog of the corresponding antiactivator pro-
tein in A. tumefaciens, preventing TraR from activating the target
genes in the presence of low levels of AIs. Furthermore, NgrI is
encoded on the NGR234 chromosome together with its cognate
receptor/regulator protein NgrR. NgrI is a functional homolog of
Sinorhizobium meliloti SinI. However, the sinI gene is involved in
the synthesis of several long-chain AHLs ranging from 12 to 18
carbons in length (15). The SinI/SinR- and ExpR-dependent gene
regulation has been intensively characterized in this model organ-
ism (16–21); thereby, the different researchers have outlined a
very complex and partially strain-specific regulatory network in
this narrow-host-range strain.

Recently, high-resolution transcriptome studies using RNA se-
quencing (RNA-seq) technologies have given us a very detailed
and reliable insight into expression profiles of many model organ-
isms (22–25). However, only a few studies so far have used this
technology for the genome-wide analysis of QS-dependent ex-
pression profiles. The focus of these studies was on the opportu-
nistic pathogenic microorganism Burkholderia cenocepacia (26)
and on Pseudomonas aeruginosa (27, 28). Interestingly, no study
has yet focused on the QS-dependent gene regulation in sinorhi-
zobia or closely related species using RNA-seq. Only very recently,
an RNA-seq analysis was published on NGR234 with respect to a
genome-wide change of the expression profile of the symbiotic
lifestyle in bacteroids of two legume plants (29). This study has
already given us a very detailed insight into the complexity of
many processes linked to the bacterial infection process.

In the current study, high-resolution RNA-seq was used to
analyze the expression profile of the NGR234 wild-type strain
compared to newly constructed NGR234-�traI and NGR234-
�ngrI deletion mutants. The focus of the study was thus on the
identification of QS-regulated genes. Our data suggested that a
common set of 186 genes is QS regulated. Further RNA-seq data
generated in early exponential phase and by challenging NGR234
with moderate and high levels of AI suggested that QS plays only a
minor role during the onset of growth but that it has profound
effects on motility, vitamin biosynthesis, secretion, and other key
features of the organism during the stationary phase.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and growth conditions. Sinorhizobium fredii NGR234
was grown at 30°C in liquid TY medium (0.5% tryptone, 0.25% yeast
extract, 10 mM CaCl2, pH 7.0) at 200 rpm and supplemented with rifam-
pin (25 �g/ml). NGR234 QS deletion mutants were cultivated under the
same conditions as those for the NGR234 wild-type strain in TY medium
which was additionally supplemented with gentamicin (10 �g/ml), and
complemented NGR234 QS mutant strains were cultivated in TY medium
supplemented with kanamycin (25 �g/ml). Escherichia coli was grown at
37°C on LB medium supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics.
Agrobacterium tumefaciens NTL4 (30), carrying a traI::lacZ promoter fu-
sion, was grown at 28°C in AT medium (31) containing 0.5% glucose per
liter and supplemented with spectinomycin (50 �g/ml) and tetracycline
(4.5 �g/ml). For sedimentation assays, the NGR234 parent strain as well
as the constructed mutant strains was grown at 30°C and 200 rpm in 5 ml
TY medium supplemented with appropriate antibiotics for 48 h. Then,
cells were allowed to sediment at room temperature for up to 24 h without
shaking.

Construction of NGR234 AI synthase mutants. Molecular cloning
steps were in general done as outlined in reference 32, and mutant strains
NGR234-�traI and NGR234-�ngrI were constructed as previously de-
scribed (33). For the construction of a deletion mutant in the traI gene, an
�2.0-kb PCR fragment containing the 486-bp upstream region of traI, a
986-bp gentamicin resistance gene, and a 500-bp downstream fragment
flanking the traI gene was cloned in the suicide vector pNPTS138-R6KT
(34). For this purpose, the different PCR fragments were amplified from
genomic DNA of NGR234 using primers as indicated in Table 1. The
gentamicin gene was derived from the broad-host-range cloning vector
pBBR1MCS-5 (35). The resulting construct (pNPTS138-traI::gm) was
transformed into NGR234 by conjugation. Single recombinant clones
carrying this construct were selected on TY medium containing gentami-
cin and rifampin. To obtain double recombinant mutants, bacteria were

TABLE 1 Primers used in this study to construct and verify NGR234-�traI, NGR234-�ngrI, and NGR234-�ngrI/�traI deletion and NGR234-c�traI
and NGR234-c�ngrI complementation mutant strains

Oligonucleotide Sequence 5=–3=a Size (bp) Target region/description

traI_-500_for GAATTCTCGAGTTCTGAGTTGCTGCGG 27 5= region of traI
traI_-500_rev TCTAGAGAATTTCTCCGTCGTTGTTG 26
traI_ � 500_rev CTGCAGCTGCATTTGCGAGCGTCGTT 26 3= region of traI
traI_ � 500_for TCTAGAGGAGAAATCAGTGGAACAGC 26
GmR_F_XbaI GACATCTAGAGACGCACACCGTGGAAAC 28 Gmr cassette
GmR_R_XbaI TAATCTAGACCGCGATCATCAAGGCCGTG 29
ngrI_A_for GCGAATTCTGCTGGCGATCAGTGCCAAC 28 5= region of ngrI
ngrI_A_rev GCTCTAGACGGTCTTGACGTCCCATTTC 28
ngrI_B_for GCTCTAGAATCGCCTGGGAAGTATCGAG 28 3= region of ngrI
ngrI_B_rev GCCTGCAGGAAACCGCGCCGGTGAAATC 28
traI_del_for CAACGTCACCGCGAAATAG 19 External control primers
traI_del_rev TCGCTGGTACGAAGAAGAAC 20
traI_fragm_for GACGATCTTCAACCGACCTAC 21 Internal control primers
traI_fragm_rev GGAGCCTCATGAATGTGTCTG 21
a Inserted restriction sites are underlined.
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streaked on the same medium (lacking the antibiotics) in the presence of
10% sucrose. In our deletion mutant, the entire traI gene was deleted
starting from the ATG to the last codon of the gene. The ngrI mutant strain
was generated as described above using an �2.1-kb EcoRI-PstI fragment
containing the flanking regions of ngrI and the same gentamicin resistance
gene. Thereby, the majority of the ngrI gene (645 bp) ranging from bp 116
to bp 534 was deleted. The obtained mutations were verified by PCR using
different primer pairs flanking the traI and ngrI genes (Table 1) and by
sequencing.

For complementation of the above-constructed QS mutants, the wild-
type traI and ngrI genes, including promoter regions, were amplified using
individual flanking primer pairs (Table 1), inserted into pBBR1MCS-2
(35), and reintroduced by conjugation into the respective mutant strain
NGR234-�traI or NGR234-�ngrI. Recombinant NGR234 QS mutant
clones carrying the construct were selected on TY medium containing
kanamycin and rifampin and designated NGR234-c�traI and NGR234-
c�ngrI, respectively. The correctness of the complemented mutant strains
was verified by PCR.

Furthermore, to study the importance of the AIs for rhizosphere col-
onization of NGR234, a double QS mutant designated NGR234-�ngrI/
�traI having a deletion in both the traI and ngrI loci was generated. The
construction of the double mutant was based on the NGR234-�ngrI de-
letion mutant in which the traI locus was deleted as described above. The
double QS mutant was verified by PCR and sequencing.

TLC coupled with A. tumefaciens soft agar overlay assay. Separation
of AI molecules produced by the NGR234 parent and the above-con-
structed mutant strains was carried out using thin-layer chromatography
(TLC) and by using the A. tumefaciens reporter strain NTL4 (30). There-
fore, AIs were extracted from stationary-phase cultures with an equal
volume of ethyl acetate. The extraction was carried out twice. Pooled
extracts were concentrated in vacuo and resuspended in 1 ml ethyl acetate.
Sample volumes of 1 to 10 �l were applied to cellulose TLC plates (Poly-
gram Cel MN300 AC-30; Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany), developed
with methanol-water (60:40, vol/vol), and air dried. Detection of AIs was
carried out according to the method of Zhu et al. (36) by overlaying the
TLC plates with A. tumefaciens soft agar containing A. tumefaciens NTL4.
A 10�8 M solution of 3-oxo-C8-HSL and a 10�6 M solution of N-(3-
oxododecanoyl)-L-homoserine lactone (Sigma-Aldrich, Heidelberg, Ger-
many) were prepared in ethyl acetate and used as standards. Overlaid TLC
plates were incubated overnight at 30°C.

Preparation of transcriptome samples. The different NGR234 cul-
tures used in this study for a transcriptome analysis are summarized in
Table 2. Prior to cultivation of large 200-ml cultures, precultures were
established from cryocultures in 5 ml TY medium and cultivated at 30°C

and 200 rpm. For the transcriptome analyses of early-stationary-growth-
phase cultures, 200 ml TY medium was inoculated with freshly grown
precultures of NGR234 wild type as well as the mutant strains and culti-
vated for approximately 34 to 40 h at 30°C and 200 rpm as batch cultures
(Table 2, samples 1 to 6, treatments A to C). After reaching an optical
density at 600 nm (OD600) of 3.1 to 3.3, cultures were separated into
fractions of 50 ml, which were then transferred into Falcon tubes contain-
ing 10 ml ethanol-phenol (95:5). Samples were mixed well, directly frozen
in liquid nitrogen, and stored at �70°C until further use. For transcrip-
tome analyses of early-exponential-growth-phase cultures, 200 ml TY
medium was inoculated with a freshly grown preculture of NGR234 wild
type and cultivated at 30°C and 200 rpm till it reached an OD600 of 0.1
(Table 2, samples 7 to 12, treatments D to F). Cultures were then divided
into two separate fractions of 100 ml of which one was supplemented with
either 0.05 �M or 50 �M 3-oxo-C8-HSL (stock solution of 3-oxo-C8-HSL
was prepared in ethyl acetate) and the other culture fraction (control) was
treated with an equal aliquot of ethyl acetate. Cultures were allowed to
grow for 3 additional hours and then harvested into Falcon tubes and
treated as outlined above.

RNA extraction, library construction, sequencing, and bioinfor-
matic analysis of transcriptome samples. For all NGR234 wild-type and
mutant strains, RNA-seq libraries were constructed from independent
biological duplicates of RNA samples. Six samples were harvested at the
early exponential phase, and six samples were obtained from stationary-
growth-phase cultures (Table 2; see also Fig. S1 in the supplemental ma-
terial). Total RNA was extracted using the hot-phenol method described
previously (37). The residual genomic DNA was removed from the total
isolated RNA by DNase I treatment. The cDNA libraries for sequencing
were constructed by Vertis Biotechnology AG, Germany, as described by
Sharma et al. (24). The transcripts were not fragmented in order to get
mainly sequencing reads of the 5= end of the transcripts. The obtained
cDNA libraries were sequenced using a HiSeq 2500 machine (Illumina) in
single-read mode and running 100 cycles. For the 12 analyzed samples, we
sequenced between 3.86 and 9.16 million cDNA reads. The bioinformatic
analysis was done as described in the work of Dugar et al. (38). To ensure
a high sequence quality, the Illumina reads in FASTQ format were
trimmed with a cutoff phred score of 20 by the program fastq_quali-
ty_trimmer from FASTX-Toolkit version 0.0.13 (http://hannonlab.cshl
.edu/fastx_toolkit/). The alignment of reads, coverage calculation, gene-
wise read quantification, and differential gene expression were performed
with READemption (K. U. Förstner, J. Vogel, and C. M. Sharma, posted
on bioRxiv under doi:10.1101/003723) which was relying on ‘segemehl’
version X (39) and DESeq version V. Visual inspection of the coverages
was done using the Integrated Genome Browser (IGB) (40). The reference

TABLE 2 Overall transcriptome statistics for the 12 analyzed NGR234 samplesa

Sample
no. Treatment

NGR234
genotype

Growth
phase/OD600

3-Oxo-C8-HSL
added

No. of reads
generated (106)

No. of uniquely mapped
reads (106)

1 A wt Stationary/3.26 None 7.15 3.55
2 A wt Stationary/3.37 None 6.79 3.34
3 B �traI Stationary/3.08 None 6.39 3.24
4 B �traI Stationary/3.10 None 8.07 4.06
5 C �ngrI Stationary/3.30 None 6.79 3.62
6 C �ngrI Stationary/3.24 None 7.82 4.37
7 D wt Exponential/0.22 None 4.35 1.51
8 D wt Exponential/0.22 None 8.74 2.83
9 E wt Exponential/0.26 0.05 �M 8.04 1.58
10 E wt Exponential/0.27 0.05 �M 6.68 1.41
11 F wt Exponential/0.22 50 �M 3.86 1.77
12 F wt Exponential/0.21 50 �M 9.16 2.73
a “Stationary” indicates cultures grown to early stationary phase; “Exponential” indicates cultures grown to early exponential phase (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material).
Cultures 1 to 6 were harvested after 34 to 40 h of growth. Cultures 7 to 12 were harvested after 3 h upon addition of 3-oxo-C8-HSL. Controls were supplemented with an equal
amount of ethyl acetate. Two cultures represent one treatment (experiment). wt, wild type, NGR234 parent strain; �traI, NGR234-�traI mutant strain; �ngrI, NGR234-�ngrI
mutant strain.
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sequences and gene annotations for NGR234 were retrieved from
the NCBI database (accession numbers: pNGR234a, NC_000914.2;
pNGR234b, NC_012586.1; cNGR234, NC_012587.1) and in part manu-
ally reannotated. Genes with a fold change of �2.0 and an adjusted P value
(P value was corrected by false discovery rate [FDR] based on the Benja-
mini-Hochberg procedure) of �0.05 were considered differentially ex-
pressed.

qRT-PCR. Quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) experiments were car-
ried out to verify selected QS-regulated genes. Total RNA was extracted
from stationary-phase-grown cultures according to the method of Rivas
et al. (41), and the residual genomic DNA was removed by DNase I treat-
ment according to the manufacturer’s instructions (DNase I, RNase-free;
Thermo Scientific, WI, USA). The SuperScript VILO cDNA synthesis kit
(Invitrogen, Life Technologies, TX, USA) was used to generate cDNA
using 1.9 �g RNA. Gene-specific primers used for qRT-PCR are shown in
Table 3. The qRT-PCRs were set up according to the manufacturer’s pro-
tocol using the SYBR Select master mix for CFX (Applied Biosystems by
Life Technologies, TX, USA) and performed in the MiniOpticon real-time
PCR detection system (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Munich, Germany). Stan-
dard curves of 10-fold serial dilutions of cDNA were generated for each
gene to evaluate the primer efficiency and for data analysis. The efficiency,
slope, and correlation coefficient were determined by the CFX Manager
software (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Munich, Germany). All qRT-PCRs were
run in triplicate and repeated at least three times in separate experiments
under the same conditions. To normalize variability in expression levels,
rpoD was used as the internal control gene. Data were analyzed based on
the normalized gene expression (threshold cycle [2���CT] method) and
the above-stated software.

Nodulation assays. Nodulation assays accomplished with NGR234-
�traI, NGR234-�ngrI, and NGR234-�ngrI/�traI and with Vigna unguic-
ulata, Vigna radiata, and Tephrosia vogelii were done as previously de-
scribed (42). Experiments were repeated two times with five plants per
treatment in each experiment. Plants were harvested 30 days after inocu-
lation. Nodules formed on the roots were counted, and the shoot fresh
weight was recorded. Plants grown in the absence of rhizobia were used as
a control.

Microarray data accession number. The raw, demultiplexed reads as
well as coverage files have been deposited in the National Center for Bio-
technology Information’s Gene Expression Omnibus (43) under the ac-
cession number GSE54381.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Construction and phenotype analysis of traI and ngrI deletion
mutants. To investigate the QS-mediated gene regulation in the
broad-host-range strain Sinorhizobium fredii NGR234, we fol-
lowed several strategies. First, we constructed an NGR234-�traI,
an NGR234-�ngrI, and an NGR234-�ngrI/�traI deletion mutant
and analyzed their AI profile using TLC separation with subse-

quent AI detection by A. tumefaciens NTL4 (36). While we repeat-
edly detected two spots in extracts of the NGR234 parent strain,
we detected only a single spot in the NGR234-�traI and the
NGR234-�ngrI mutant strains. No AI was detected in extracts
obtained from the double mutant. However, complemented
strains NGR234-c�traI and NGR234-c�ngrI produced again high
levels of the respective AI molecules (see Fig. S2 in the supplemen-
tal material). The observation of two AI molecules in the parent
strain and one AI in each of the single-knockout mutant strains
corresponds well with previous results (13, 14).

Since it is well known that the lack of AI molecules can have
profound effects on motility and exopolysaccharide (EPS) pro-
duction, we analyzed our mutants for possible phenotypes. Inter-
estingly, we did not observe reproducible motility phenotypes on
solid media and using swimming and swarming agar (data not
shown). Also, growing NGR234 mutant cells on medium contain-
ing Congo red or calcofluor white did not produce stable pheno-
types. However, analyzing motility in liquid TY medium resulted
in the observation of strong sedimentation phenotypes for the
mutants (Fig. 1). Thus, parent strain cultures settled within 3 to 24
h, while the mutant strains did not sediment. The observed sedi-
mentation phenotype for NGR234-�ngrI was completely restored
using the NGR234-c�ngrI strain. The phenotype produced by
NGR234-�traI could be only partially recovered by adding the
parental gene back into NGR234-�traI (Fig. 1). Further tests and
chemical complementation using a micromolar concentration of
3-oxo-C8-HSL produced similar results (data not shown). There-
fore, it is likely that the sedimentation phenotype was mainly a

TABLE 3 Gene-specific primers used for qRT-PCR

Oligonucleotide Sequence, 5=–3= Size (bp) Target gene/ORF

RT_rpoD_for ACATCACCAATGTCGGCGGTGAAG 162 rpoD
RT_rpoD_rev TGCAGCTTGCGGAGCTTCTTGTAG
RT_flgB_for AGAATGTCGTGGCCGGCAACATC 238 flgB
RT_flgB_rev GCCCGTCTTCATCATTTCCTGCTC
RT_pilA_for ACCATTTTCGCCCGCCTGATGAAG 172 pilA
RT_pilA_rev ATGTTGGTTTCGGCGGTCGTCATCT
RT_b22870_for CCTCTGACGCTCGATGTCCTGAA 110 NGR_b22870
RT_b22870_rev GTCGCTGAGCATCAGGTCGCAAT
RT_exoI_for CGATGGCGACACCATCGAAATTGC 257 exoI
RT_exoI_rev GATTCAACCATCCAGCGGTTGACG
RT_c14830_for CGGGTTGCTGCATATGTATCGACCT 220 NGR_c14830
RT_c14830_rev GGCCTGATACTCTTCGATCAGCATC

FIG 1 Sedimentation of NGR234 in TY medium. The NGR234 wild type (wt)
shows a clear sedimentation phenotype in liquid TY medium after 3 to 24 h of
incubation at room temperature without shaking, whereas �traI (NGR234-
�traI), �ngrI (NGR234-�ngrI), and �ngrI/�traI (NGR234-�ngrI/�traI)
strains did not settle even after 24 h of incubation under the same conditions.
The NGR234-c�ngrI (c�ngrI) strain carries extra copies of the ngrI wild-type
gene in the background of NGR234-�ngrI and was completely recovered;
NGR234-c�traI (c�traI) was partially recovered by adding extra copies of the
wild-type gene into the NGR234-�traI mutant strain.
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result of a strong upregulation of the flagellar gene expression and
thus a motility phenotype. Altogether, these findings confirmed
the importance of the traI and ngrI genes for biofilm formation,
sedimentation, and motility, and they suggested that the observed
phenotypes are mainly caused by the deletion of the respective AI
synthase gene.

Global pattern of QS-dependent gene expression in NGR234.
In a parallel approach, we examined the global gene expression
pattern of the wild type and its two AI synthase mutants
(NGR234-�traI and NGR234-�ngrI) by comparing their tran-
scriptome profile at the early stationary growth phase to those of
the NGR234 wild type and each other. We chose this time point
because it can be expected that during the onset of stationary
growth phase many QS-dependent processes are turned on. For
these experiments, cells were grown for approximately 40 h to a
final OD600 not greater than 3.4 prior to total RNA extraction.
The NGR234 parent strain was cultivated like the control for
the same time period to an identical OD600 and then treated
equally (Table 2).

Further, we analyzed the short-term response of the parent
strain to externally added 3-oxo-C8-HSL in the early exponential
growth phase. For this, cells were grown to an OD600 of 0.1 and
then challenged by the presence of a moderate (0.05 �M) and a
high (50 �M) concentration of 3-oxo-C8-HSL. Total RNA was
already extracted after 3 h from the AHL-induced samples and the
control cultures. The OD600 of these exponentially growing cul-
tures at the time of harvest was 0.24 (�0.03) (Table 2).

For all samples, the cDNA libraries were constructed and se-
quenced as described in Materials and Methods. For each of the six
treatments, two independent biological sample experiments were
performed and examined by RNA-seq and protocols for data anal-
ysis as previously published (38–40). Therefore, a total of 12 indi-
vidual samples were analyzed (Table 2). Alignments were estab-
lished, and for each sample, a minimum of 1.4 to 4.4 million
cDNA reads could be uniquely mapped to the NGR234 genome,
resulting in 3 to 8 million uniquely mapped reads per treatment
(Table 2). We verified that for the early-exponential-phase sam-
ples the fraction of mappable reads (on average, �38%) was 1.6-
fold lower than that for the samples obtained in early stationary
phase (up to 63%). Other researchers have already observed this
variation in mappable reads depending on the selected culture
conditions (44).

In the comparative analysis of RNA-seq data, we considered
genes with a fold change of �2.0 and an adjusted P value of �0.05
as statistically significant and differentially expressed between two
distinct conditions or states. Only values that complied with both
requirements were used for subsequent analyses. Unless otherwise

specified, Tables 4 to 8 show only those transcriptomic data (data
are mean values of two independent treatments) that revealed a
fold change of �2.0 and an adjusted P value of �0.05. The final set
of differentially regulated genes is given in Table S1 in the supple-
mental material, and the highlights are discussed below.

A detailed evaluation of sense and antisense (AS) transcripts in
all experiments revealed an AS transcript content ranging from 13
to 30%. These data suggest that a small but significant fraction of
all genes in NGR234 is regulated through AS transcription. Earlier
whole-transcriptome analyses have already emphasized the im-
portance of AS and more recently the cis-AS regulation in pro-
karyotes (24, 45, 46).

TraI/R- and NgrI/R-specific gene regulation. It was deter-
mined that 316 genes (4.9% of all predicted genes) are regulated
differently in the NGR234-�traI deletion mutant and the wild-
type strain. Moreover, a total of 466 genes (7.3% of all predicted
genes) were significantly altered in their expression profile in the
NGR234-�ngrI deletion mutant (Fig. 2). Altogether, a common
subset of 186 genes was differentially regulated in both mutant
strains in comparison to the wild type (Fig. 2; see also Table S1 in
the supplemental material). Surprisingly, almost 98% of these
overlapping genes were identically up- or downregulated in the
two strains. Thus, 130 genes appeared to be specifically expressed
in the NGR234-�traI strain and 280 genes were uniquely regu-
lated in the NGR234-�ngrI deletion mutant. All regulated genes
were unequally distributed over the three NGR234 replicons (Ta-
ble 4). The majority of all differentially regulated genes (65 to
70%) was observed on the bacterial chromosome (cNGR234), and
only a very few genes were located on the symbiotic plasmid
pNGR234a (Table 4). In the background of the NGR234-�traI
strain, 13 pNGR234a-borne genes were significantly altered in
their expression profile, and for the NGR234-�ngrI mutant, only
eight differentially regulated genes were observed on this symbi-
otic replicon.

Expression analysis by qRT-PCR technology was used to par-
tially confirm the RNA-seq data. Therefore, we analyzed the ex-
pression profiles of five different genes in the early stationary
phase in the NGR234 wild type compared to both QS deletion
mutants. We selected rpoD as the internal control gene and the
following differentially regulated genes: flgB (NGR_c02740) (Ta-
ble 5), pilA (NGR_c34640) (Table 5), NGR_b22870 (hypothetical
protein possibly linked to T3SS-II) (Table 8), exoI (NGR_b18300)
(Table 6), and NGR_c14830 (hypothetical protein; not listed in
Tables 5 to 8). Expression data obtained for the five genes by
qRT-PCR largely confirmed the data obtained by RNA-seq (see
Table S2 in the supplemental material).

To date, only a few studies have performed genome-wide tran-

TABLE 4 Number of genes significantly altered in their expression profile in the NGR234 QS deletion mutants (early stationary phase) and in
NGR234 after addition of 3-oxo-C8-HSL at two different concentrations (early exponential phase)a

NGR234
genotypec Growth phase/treatment

Total no. of differentially
expressed genesb

No. of differentially expressed genes on replicons
(cNGR234/pNGR234b/pNGR234a)

�traI Stationary 316 221/82/13
�ngrI Stationary 466 303/155/8
wt Exponential; 0.05 �M 3-oxo-C8-HSL added 13 8/3/2
wt Exponential; 50 �M 3-oxo-C8-HSL added 4 0/4/0
a Data are mean values of two independent treatments.
b Total number of significantly, differentially expressed genes having a fold change of �2.0 and an adjusted P value of �0.05.
c wt, wild type, NGR234 parent strain; �traI, NGR234-�traI mutant strain; �ngrI, NGR234-�ngrI mutant strain.
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TABLE 5 T4P, flagellar biosynthesis, and chemotaxis-related genes significantly altered in their expression profile in both NGR234 QS deletion
mutantsa

Gene no. Locus tag Predicted function

Fold change

�traI �ngrI

1 NGR_c34710 Pilus assembly protein, TadB �3.2 �3.3
2 NGR_c34700 Pilus protein ATPase, CpaF �4.3 �3.5
3 NGR_c34690 Pilus assembly protein, CpaE �4.5 �5.6
4 NGR_c34680 Pilus assembly protein, CpaD �3.6 �3.7
5 NGR_c34670 Pilus assembly protein, CpaC �3.3 �2.7
6 NGR_c34660 Pilus assembly protein, CpaB �3.9 �4.1
7 NGR_c34640 Pilus assembly protein, PilA1 �11.0 �7.3
8 NGR_c34620 Pilus assembly protein, TadG �5.0 �2.9
9 NGR_c34610 Pilus assembly protein, TadE �4.6 �2.7
10 NGR_c03010 Flagellar biosynthesis protein, FlhA �2.2 —

11 NGR_c02990 Flagellar basal body rod modification protein, FlgD �10.9 �11.8
12 NGR_c02980 Flagellar biosynthesis repressor, FlbT �4.5 �3.9
13 NGR_c02970 Flagellar biosynthesis regulatory protein, FlaF �11.3 �8.0
14 NGR_c02960 Flagellar hook-associated protein, FlgL �22.9 �22.6
15 NGR_c02950 Flagellar hook-associated protein, FlgK �15.2 �16.4
16 NGR_c02940 Flagellar hook protein, FlgE �24.9 �23.3
17 NGR_c02930 Two-component transcriptional regulator �10.5 �6.7
18 NGR_c02920 Lytic transglycosylase-like protein �5.5 �5.1
19 NGR_c02910 Chemotaxis/motility protein, MotD �8.9 �15.2
20 NGR_c02900 Chemotaxis/motility protein, MotC �10.2 �10.8

21 NGR_c02890 Flagellar motor protein, MotB �7.0 �8.4
22 NGR_c02880 Hypothetical protein �8.2 �11.3
23 NGR_c02870 Flagellin protein, FlaD �3.2 �4.7
24 NGR_c02850 Flagellin protein, FlaB �2.4 —
25 NGR_c02810 Flagellar basal body L-ring protein, FlgH �9.9 �10.9
26 NGR_c02800 Hypothetical protein �24.9 �26.0
27 NGR_c02790 Flagellar basal body P-ring protein, FlgI �25.3 �24.4
28 NGR_c02780 Flagellar P-ring biosynthesis protein, FlgA �11.6 �12.3
29 NGR_c02770 Flagellar basal body rod protein, FlgG �20.4 �20.3
30 NGR_c02760 Flagellar hook-basal body protein, FliE �36.5 �27.2

31 NGR_c02750 Flagellar basal body rod protein, FlgC �29.0 �25.9
32 NGR_c02740 Flagellar basal body rod protein, FlgB �69.9 �82.2
33 NGR_c02720 Flagellum-specific ATP synthase, FilL �12.2 �20.6
34 NGR_c02710 Flagellar basal body rod protein, FlgF �14.0 (�11.6)
35 NGR_c02700 Hypothetical protein �7.4 �8.1
36 NGR_c02690 Flagellar motor protein, MotA �9.8 �8.8
37 NGR_c02680 Flagellar motor switch protein, FliM �11.8 �11.6
38 NGR_c02670 Flagellar motor switch protein, FliN �25.0 �28.6
39 NGR_c02660 Flagellar motor switch protein, FliG �15.9 �14.0
40 NGR_c02630 LuxR family transcriptional regulator �6.3 �5.5

41 NGR_c02620 LuxR family transcriptional regulator �10.6 �6.5
42 NGR_c02610 Flagellar MS ring protein, FliF �4.8 �4.9
43 NGR_c02600 Hypothetical protein (�2.8) �4.3
44 NGR_c02590 Chemoreceptor glutamine deamidase, CheD �4.6 �6.7
45 NGR_c02580 Signal transduction response regulator (�2.6) �4.3
46 NGR_c02570 Chemotaxis-specific methylesterase, CheB2 �4.0 �5.6
47 NGR_c02560 Chemotaxis protein methyltransferase, CheR �4.7 �4.7
48 NGR_c02550 CheW family chemotaxis protein, CheW1 �2.8 �3.2
49 NGR_c02540 Chemotaxis protein, CheA2 �4.8 �6.6
50 NGR_c02530 Two-component response regulator receiver protein �5.5 �5.3

51 NGR_c02520 Hypothetical protein �6.9 �5.6
52 NGR_c02510 Chemotaxis methyl-accepting receptor protein �4.2 �4.3
53 NGR_c00850 Methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein �3.0 �4.2
54 NGR_c00530 Methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein �3.9 �3.4
55 NGR_c20850 Methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein �4.1 �4.2
56 NGR_b22620 Methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein — �3.2
a Genes 1 to 9 code for the T4P, while genes 10 to 52 code for the flagellum or regulatory components and chemotaxis-associated genes identified within a large conserved cluster
on cNGR234. Genes 53 to 56 are located elsewhere in the bacterial genome. �traI, NGR234-�traI mutant strain; �ngrI, NGR234-�ngrI mutant strain; —, transcriptome data did
not match either of the two requirements (fold change of �2.0; adjusted P value of �0.05). Values in parentheses were specified for completeness and indicate an adjusted P value
of 0.06 for NGR_c02710, 0.18 for NGR_c02600, and 0.09 for NGR_c02580.
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scriptome analyses to identify QS-regulated gene expression pat-
terns in response to exogenous AHLs in bacteria. One of the best-
studied model organisms in this research field with respect to QS is
the opportunistic pathogenic bacterium P. aeruginosa. Several
studies have been published analyzing the P. aeruginosa QS-de-
pendent transcriptome using microarray technologies and RNA
sequencing (27, 44, 47–50). Since the overall setups of these stud-
ies were slightly different, the number of genes that were differen-
tially regulated in response to QS processes varied. While in the
study by Wagner et al. (47) 11.1% of all genes appeared to be QS
dependent, in the study by Schuster et al. (48) 6.3% and in the
study by Hentzer and colleagues (49) only 2.9% of all genes were

identified that appeared to be differentially regulated through
AHLs. Only very recently, Chugani et al. reported on strain-de-
pendent diversity of Pseudomonas QS-dependent gene expression.
They observed that the QS regulons represent �0.5 to 6.2% of the
coding sequences for a given P. aeruginosa genome (27). Similarly,
for the Gram-negative pathogenic bacterium Yersinia pestis, a to-
tal of 335 genes were reported to be QS dependently regulated
(51). This equals 8% of the Y. pestis genome, which is 4.83 Mbp in
size and contains 4,221 open reading frames (ORFs) (52). With
respect to these studies, a total of 4.9% differentially regulated
genes in the NGR234-�traI background and a total of 7.3% in
NGR234-�ngrI seem to be reasonable. The overall number of QS-
regulated genes in NGR234 appears to be slightly higher than
those numbers published for the closely related S. meliloti. In this
organism, a minimum of 55 to 170 genes were linked to a QS-
dependent regulatory circuit (16, 19, 20).

Function-based interpretation of transcriptome data. The
differentially expressed genes in both mutants and the parent
strain were classified into seven functional categories based on the
KEGG database (http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html). As
indicated in Fig. 3A and B, the genome-wide transcriptome data
analysis revealed that upregulated genes were mainly linked to
motility, regulators, general metabolism, cell wall and succinogly-
can biosynthesis (cell envelope), transporters (mostly ABC), and
quite a significant number of hypothetical proteins. Striking
changes in gene expression of the most important functional cat-
egories are discussed below.

Two hypothetical proteins show the highest expression level
in both mutants. Within the set of differentially regulated genes
detected in both mutants, a relatively high number of 94 genes in

TABLE 6 Exopolysaccharide biosynthesis genes differentially regulated in both NGR234 QS deletion mutants

Locus tag Predicted function

Fold changeb

�traI �ngrI

NGR_b18410 Phosphomethylpyrimidine kinase, ThiD �2.8 �2.9
NGR_b18400 Succinoglycan biosynthesis transporter, ExoP �2.2 �3.6
NGR_b18390 UTP-glucose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase �2.8 �4.7
NGR_b18380 Succinoglycan biosynthesis protein, ExoO �2.4 �4.6
NGR_b18370 Succinoglycan biosynthesis protein, ExoM �2.6 �6.6
NGR_b18360 Succinoglycan biosynthesis protein, ExoA �2.8 �5.5
NGR_b18350 Succinoglycan biosynthesis protein, ExoL �2.6 �6.3
NGR_b18340 Endo-beta-glycanase, ExoK �3.3 �5.7
NGR_b18330 Hypothetical protein �4.1 �12.4
NGR_b18320a rpoS regulatory ncRNA (68 ntc), antisense �36.0 �52.3
NGR_b18320a rpoS regulatory ncRNA (68 nt), sense �2.4 �2.5
NGR_b18310 Hypothetical protein �13.9 �15.9
NGR_b18300 Succinoglycan biosynthesis protein, ExoI �29.5 �82.5
NGR_b18270 Exopolysaccharide production protein, ExoY — �3.1
NGR_b18260 Exopolysaccharide production protein, ExoF — �3.2
NGR_b18250 Succinoglycan biosynthesis protein, ExoQ — �3.4
NGR_b18240 Exopolysaccharide production protein, ExoZ — �2.5
NGR_b18220 ABC transporter ATP-binding protein, ExsA �2.0 �2.1
NGR_b18180 Succinoglycan biosynthesis regulator, ExsB — �3.0
NGR_b18140 ExsI protein — �3.8
NGR_b15690 Endo-beta-glycanase, ExsH �13.6 �20.1
NGR_a00830 Exopolysaccharide repressor protein �3.1 �5.0
a Data for NGR_b18320 showed it to be significantly differentially regulated at the sense and antisense transcription level.
b �traI, NGR234-�traI mutant strain; �ngrI, NGR234-�ngrI mutant strain; —, transcriptome data did not match either of the two requirements (fold change of �2.0; adjusted P
value of �0.05).
c nt, nucleotides.

TABLE 7 Upregulated cofactor biosynthesis genes in NGR234-�ngrI

Locus tag Predicted function
Fold
change

NGR_c25140 Biotin synthase, BioB �3.0
NGR_c25130 8-Amino-7-oxononanoate synthase, BioF �3.5
NGR_c25120 Dethiobiotin synthetase, BioD �3.3
NGR_c25110 Adenosylmethionine-8-amino-7-oxononanoate

aminotransferase, BioA
�2.8

NGR_c25100 Biotin synthesis protein, BioZ �4.7
NGR_c13770 Biotin transport regulator, BioS �6.3
NGR_b03300 Coenzyme PQQ synthesis protein, PqqE �7.8
NGR_b03290 Coenzyme PQQ synthesis protein, PqqD �9.7
NGR_b03280 Coenzyme PQQ synthesis protein, PqqC �10.0
NGR_b03270 Coenzyme PQQ synthesis protein, PqqB �10.7
NGR_b03260 Coenzyme PQQ synthesis protein, PqqA �9.9
NGR_b03250 Alcohol dehydrogenase �9.5
NGR_b03240 LuxR family transcriptional regulator �3.0
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NGR234-�ngrI and 62 genes in the NGR234-�traI background
were classified as hypothetical proteins. It is noteworthy that
among these, the two most strongly regulated genes were identi-
fied. These were the ORFs NGR_c14820 and NGR_c14830. Both
are located on cNGR234 flanking each other but are transcribed in
opposite directions. In the NGR234-�traI mutant strain,
NGR_c14820 was 32-fold downregulated by antisense transcripts
and NGR_c14830 was 41-fold downregulated by sense transcripts.
Further, an even stronger regulation was observed for both genes
in the NGR234-�ngrI background, where NGR_c14820 was 46-

fold (antisense) and NGR_c14830 was up to 132-fold (sense)
downregulated. Interestingly, no clear function could be assigned
to these genes.

Genes linked to general cell and energy metabolism and
transport. Previous studies have reported that QS can have pro-
found effects on growth, nodulation efficiency, and nodule devel-
opment in various rhizobial species (14–16, 19, 20, 53–55).
Within this framework, we found that several genes which are
related to either energy production, sugar uptake, or respiration
were significantly altered in their gene expression levels in either
NGR234-�traI, NGR234-�ngrI, or both mutants (Fig. 3A and B).
Among genes that potentially influence growth were several that
encode ATP synthase subunits (NGR_c04460 to -c04500 and
NGR_c31110 to -c31140), which were 2- to 4.6-fold downregu-
lated in the background of NGR234-�ngrI.

In addition, NGR234 contains four loci encoding cytochrome
c and Cbb3-type cytochrome c oxidases, all located on cNGR234.
While one of these clusters (NGR_c25510 to -c25550) appeared to
be not differentially expressed, almost all genes located in the clus-
ter stretching from NGR_c05230 to NGR_c05300 showed a 2- to
4-fold-reduced expression level in the NGR234-�traI mutant. In
the background of NGR234-�ngrI, only two out of the six cyto-
chrome c oxidase genes were significantly downregulated. The
cluster ranging from NGR_c25780 to NGR_c25810 was only par-
tially downregulated in the NGR234-�traI mutant. A detailed
analysis of regulated genes within our transcriptomic data re-
vealed that the Cbb3-type cytochrome c oxidase cluster stretching
from NGR_c17970 to NGR_c17990 was regulated (fold change,

TABLE 8 T3SS-II-related genes and their fold changes in NGR234-�traI and NGR234-�ngrI

Locus tag Predicted function

Fold changeb

�traI �ngrI

NGR_b23040a Hypothetical protein — �3.8
NGR_b23030a Hypothetical protein — �2.8
NGR_b23010 Hypothetical protein possibly linked to T3SS-II — —
NGR_b23000 Type III secretion component, RhcT — �3.3
NGR_b22990 Type III secretion component, RhcS — �4.9
NGR_b22980 Translocation protein, RhcR — �5.5
NGR_b22970 Translocation protein, RhcQ — �5.1
NGR_b22960 Type III secretion component, RhcZ — �6.7
NGR_b22950 Type III secretion component, RhcN — �5.2
NGR_b22940 Type III secretion component, YOP protein/translocation protein L — �4.2
NGR_b22930 Putative type III secretion component — �4.6
NGR_b22920 Type III secretion component, RhcJ �2.1 �4.0
NGR_b22910 Hypothetical protein possibly linked to T3SS-II — �4.8
NGR_b22900 Hypothetical protein possibly linked to T3SS-II — �4.6
NGR_b22890 Type III secretion component, RhcC1 — �3.9
NGR_b22880 Hypothetical protein possibly linked to T3SS-II �2.9 �3.9
NGR_b22870 Hypothetical protein possibly linked to T3SS-II �3.7 �4.1
NGR_b22860 Hypothetical protein possibly linked to T3SS-II �3.3 �4.4
NGR_b22850 Hypothetical protein possibly linked to T3SS-II �3.3 �5.6
NGR_b22840 Type III secretion component, RhcV �2.6 �4.5
NGR_b22830 Type III secretion component, RhcC2 �2.7 �5.4
NGR_b22820 Hypothetical protein possibly linked to T3SS-II �2.3 �3.2
NGR_b22810 Hypothetical protein possibly linked to T3SS-II �2.6 (�3.3)
NGR_b22800 Translocation protein, RhcU �2.3 �4.3
NGR_b22790a Protein precursor, ErfK/SrfK — �3.7
a Genes were not directly linked to the T3SS-II cluster but were located upstream/downstream and were obviously simultaneously regulated.
b �traI, NGR234-�traI mutant strain; �ngrI, NGR234-�ngrI mutant strain; —, transcriptome data did not match either of the two requirements (fold change, �2.0; adjusted P
value, �0.05). Value in parentheses, adjusted P value of 0.08.

FIG 2 Venn diagram showing the overlap of differentially expressed genes
(fold change, �2.0; adjusted P value, �0.05) among NGR234 AI synthase
mutants and AHL treatments. The ellipses display the number of uniquely
regulated genes in each NGR234 mutant versus the parental strain and for each
AHL treatment versus the parental strain. The ellipses also show the number of
commonly regulated genes within particular relationships. Only the NGR234
AI synthase mutants share a core set of 186 differentially regulated genes.
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�2.0; P value of �0.3; data not shown) in NGR234-�traI and
NGR234-�ngrI. Although this cluster did not meet our require-
ments for significantly, differentially regulated genes, data in Fig.
4A clearly indicate a regulation of the Cbb3-type cytochrome c
oxidase genes. Interestingly, genes within this cluster were up-
regulated in NGR234-�traI and downregulated in NGR234-
�ngrI.

In this context, we also found genes linked to nitric oxidase
reduction and stress response, which were differentially expressed
in the mutant strains (fold change, �2.0; P value of �0.5; data not
shown) (Fig. 4A). Similar to the above-mentioned regulation of
the cbb3-type cluster, the nitric oxidase genes were upregulated in
NGR234-�traI and downregulated in NGR234-�ngrI.

Further, several of the ribosomal subunits (rplJ, rpmH, rpmG,
rpmB, rpmJ, and rpsT) were significantly reduced in their expres-
sion in both mutants. While rplJ was downregulated in NGR234-
�traI, the ribosomal subunits rpmH, rpmG, rpmB, rpmJ, and rpsT
were all downregulated in the NGR234-�ngrI mutant. Further-
more, several tRNA synthase and tRNA genes were downregu-
lated in both mutants, and in addition, a few ABC-type transport-
ers for different sugars were also subject to a QS-dependent
regulation. Finally, more than 30 regulators and two regulatory
noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) (NGR_b18320 and NGR_b21180)
out of five were subject to a QS-dependent regulation in the two
mutant strains (Fig. 3A and B; see also Table S1 in the supplemen-
tal material).

Motility and chemotaxis genes are upregulated in NGR234-
�traI and NGR234-�ngrI. Among the genes that were most
strongly upregulated in both mutant strains, over 50 genes were
involved in flagellum biosynthesis, pilus attachment, and che-

motaxis (Table 5; Fig. 4A; see also Fig. S3A and B in the supple-
mental material). The NGR234 chromosome encodes a single fla-
gellum, which is involved in bacterial motility and chemotaxis.
The flagellar genes are mainly organized in a single large cluster
encompassing more than 40 genes and spanning from NGR_
c02610 to NGR_c03010 (Table 5). Most of the flagellum-specific
genes were more than 10-fold and some even up to 80-fold up-
regulated in their transcription in NGR234-�traI and NGR234-
�ngrI compared to the parent strain (Table 5). Therefore, flgB
expression was verified by qRT-PCR (see Table S2). Moreover,
these findings are consistent with the above-observed motility
phenotypes in sedimentation assays where both mutants were not
able to settle within the given time period (Fig. 1). Our data are in
agreement with earlier findings reported for planktonic Bradyrhi-
zobium japonicum cells and for S. meliloti suggesting that flagella
play a pivotal role during root colonization but that they are most
likely not essential during the infection process (56–59). This hy-
pothesis fits well with the recent observation that flagellar genes
are downregulated in bacteroids in NGR234 (29) and with the
observation that flagellar genes are subject to QS-mediated regu-
lation in S. meliloti (60, 61).

Further, the NGR234 genome contains several gene clusters
involved in the biosynthesis of type IV attachment pili (T4P). T4P
are involved in motility, attachment to surfaces, biofilm forma-
tion, twitching motility, and virulence (62), and they are of im-
portance for an initial attachment to the root surface (63). We
have previously identified two clusters of T4P-encoding genes on
pNGR234b along with a third cluster of 12 genes on the chromo-
some (NGR_c34610 to -c34720) (13). While the two clusters on
pNGR234b were not affected in their transcription levels, the

FIG 3 Differentially expressed genes (%) in NGR234 mutant strains. (A) In the background of NGR234-�traI versus the parent strain. (B) In the background
of NGR234-�ngrI versus the parent strain. The classification was based on the KEGG database (http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html).
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chromosome-carried T4P genes were nearly all 3- to 11-fold up-
regulated (Table 5). The overall changes in T4P transcription in
the NGR234-�ngrI and the NGR234-�traI mutant were quite
similar (Table 5; Fig. 4A), and for pilA, they were verified by qRT-
PCR in both mutants (see Table S2 in the supplemental material).
This observation is in line with reports on an altered surface mo-
tility of a sinI mutant in S. meliloti (19) and correlates well with
observations made for QS-dependent expression of T4P and sur-
face motility in P. aeruginosa (64).

Succinoglycan biosynthesis is repressed in NGR234-�traI
and NGR234-�ngrI. The development of the Rhizobium-legume
symbiosis requires the timely and spatially regulated bacterial syn-
thesis of four classes of cell envelope-associated polysaccharides:
the cyclic �-(1,2)-glucans, the outer membrane lipopolysaccha-
rides (LPSs), the external capsular polysaccharides (KPS), and fi-
nally the extracellular polysaccharides (exopolysaccharides [EPSs]
composed of succinoglycan [EPS I] and galactoglucan [EPS II])
(65). NGR234 carries several clusters and operons involved in the

FIG 4 Circular representation of the complete RNA-seq-based transcriptome data set of NGR234-�traI and NGR234-�ngrI versus the parent strain for all three
replicons (A to C) generated with the Circus 0.64 software (99). The following specifications apply for panels A to C. Fold change cutoff is log2 4/�4 (circle size
by values). Circles are described from the outside to the innermost circle: the outer circles indicate the coordinates of cNGR234, pNGR234b, and pNGR234a in
megabase pairs and positions of several regulated regions/genes that are not explicitly mentioned in the text. The positions are tagged with orange arrows and
corresponding numbers. These genes/ORFs are listed in detail for panels A, B, and C, respectively. Note that several genes within the marked regions have adjusted
P values of �0.05. The second and third outer circles indicate ORFs on the leading (blue) and the lagging (dark green) strands. The next circles are light green
areas that indicate log2 4, 3, 2, and 1 (from outside to inside); the next circles, represented by purple and cyan dots (scattered over light green/white/light red
areas), are sense transcripts for NGR234-�traI (purple) and NGR234-�ngrI (cyan); the light red circles/areas are log2 �1, �2, �3, and �4 (from outside to
inside). The next light green and light red areas apply as described above. The following inner circles represented by red and orange dots (scattered over light
green/white/light red areas) are antisense transcripts for NGR234-�traI (red) and NGR234-�ngrI (orange). Highlighted areas are 5-fold magnified and show
regions/genes which are differentially regulated in the mutant strains and are further discussed in the text. Light yellow areas, regions/genes regulated in both
mutants (NGR234-�traI and NGR234-�ngrI); light purple areas, regions/genes regulated only in NGR234-�traI; light cyan, regions/genes regulated only in
NGR234-�ngrI. (A) Circular representation of RNA-seq data for cNGR234. Highlighted areas marked with asterisks include also adjusted P values of �0.05.
Tagged positions: 1, hypothetical proteins with ice nucleation domain (NGR_c02320 to -c02360); 2, phosphosulfate reductase/sulfate adenylyltransferases
(NGR_c06940 to -c06960); 3, hypothetical proteins (NGR_c11390 to -c11590); 4, nitrogen fixation proteins (NGR_c17900 to -c17930); 5, hypothetical proteins
and transposases (NGR_c13830 to -c13890); 6, MerR family transcriptional regulator (NGR_c19960); 7, calcium binding hemolysin-like protein
(NGR_c20180); 8, acetyl coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA) synthetase (NGR_c26750); 9, hypothetical protein (NGR_c28550); 10, hypothetical protein (NGR_c31960).
(B) Circular representation of RNA-seq data for pNGR234b. For specifications of individual circles, see above. Tagged positions: 1, putative secretion protein and
putative nuclease inhibitor (NGR_b01620 to -b01640); 2, hypothetical protein (NGR_b04610); 3, hypothetical proteins (NGR_b06210 and NGR_b06130); 4,
alanine racemase and D-amino acid dehydrogenase (NGR_b07050 to -b07070); 5, copper-related proteins (NGR_b07130 to -b07180); 6, copper-related proteins
(NGR_b08240 to -b08280); 7, C4-dicarboxylate transport system (NGR_b08880 and NGR_b08920); 8, hypothetical proteins (NGR_b09530 and NGR_b09550);
9, hypothetical proteins (NGR_b13550 and NGR_b13560); 10, hypothetical protein (NGR_b18740); 11, propionyl-CoA carboxylases (NGR_b20820 to
-b20920); 12, adenylate cyclase (NGR_b21170). (C) Circular representation of RNA-seq data for pNGR234a. For specifications of individual circles, see above.
Tagged positions: 1, ferredoxin and hypothetical protein (NGR_a01050 and NGR_a01060); 2, precursor of 26.2 kDa for periplasmic protein and outer
membrane protein (NGR_a02560 and NGR_c02570); 3, hypothetical proteins (NGR_a02770 to -a02800); 4, hypothetical protein (NGR_a03910); 5, conjugal
transfer cluster (NGR_a03950 to -a04210).
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synthesis of the bacterial exopolysaccharides, capsular polysac-
charides, and lipopolysaccharides (13, 66). The largest of these
clusters (encompassing exo and exs genes) stretches from thiD to
exsI with a total of 31 genes encoding the synthesis of low-molec-
ular-weight exopolysaccharides (67, 68). This large cluster is lo-
cated on pNGR234b, and its overall genetic organization is highly
similar to that of the corresponding exo/exs cluster on the pSymB
replicon of S. meliloti (67, 69). The most striking differences are
mainly found in proximity to the exoI gene (NGR_b18300).

Our analysis suggests that most of the genes within the con-
served exo cluster are downregulated in both the NGR234-�traI
and the NGR234-�ngrI mutant strains compared to the parent
strain (Fig. 4B). The exoI gene and a flanking hypothetical protein
(NGR_b18310) were strongly repressed in their expression in
both mutants on the level of sense transcription (see Fig. S3C in
the supplemental material). While exoI was 83-fold and NGR_
b18310 was 16-fold downregulated in NGR234-�ngrI (Table 6),
the remaining significantly regulated genes within this cluster
were not as strongly affected in their expression level.

Within the conserved exo cluster, a small 68-nucleotide non-
coding RNA was observed that was strongly upregulated on the
level of antisense transcription. While the respective ncRNA gene
was weakly repressed by sense transcription, by a factor of only 2.4
and 2.5 in both mutant strains, the antisense rpoS-like ncRNA of
NGR_b18320 was 52-fold upregulated in NGR234-�ngrI and 36-
fold upregulated in NGR234-�traI (Table 6). Although we do not
know the exact target of this ncRNA, it is likely that it interacts
with EPS biosynthesis and further suppresses the transcription of
the indicated exo cluster in the absence of AI molecules. BLAST
analyses accomplished with NGR_b18320 revealed that this
ncRNA was present only in the genomes of the broad-host-range
strains S. fredii USDA257 and HH103 but not in S. meliloti 1021.
We have previously identified the flanking regions of this ncRNA
on pNGR234b next to exoI as part of a region in which gene rear-
rangement and deletions in the EPS cluster, compared to S. meli-
loti 1021, had been observed (67).

With respect to biosynthesis and regulation of EPS, S. meliloti
appears to be one of the best-studied model organisms (65). In
this strain, the ExpR/Sin QS system controls the expression of the
succinoglucan biosynthesis genes (16, 70). Here, the observation
that the EPS biosynthesis is also subject to a QS-dependent regu-
lation in NGR234 fits well with the previous observations for S.
meliloti (65 and references therein). However, in S. meliloti 1021
only a single AI synthase has been identified, while NGR234 en-
codes two AI synthases.

Cofactor biosynthesis genes are upregulated in NGR234-
�ngrI. Beside its role as a cofactor in carboxylation reactions,
biotin plays a pivotal role during root colonization in sinorhizobia
(71). It is of importance for the synthesis and degradation of poly-
hydroxybutyrate (72) and various anaplerotic reactions in rhizo-
bia and bradyrhizobia (73, 74). A minimum set of six genes is
generally required for biotin biosynthesis in Gram-negative bac-
teria, and they are usually organized within a single transcriptional
unit (75). In NGR234, five essential biotin synthesis genes, bioAD-
BFZ (NGR_c25100 to -c25140), are clustered on the chromo-
some, whereby a bioA (NGR_b06270) homolog and a bioF
(NGR_b10670) ortholog can also be found on pNGR234b. In ad-
dition, the regulatory locus bioS (NGR_c13770) was identified on
the chromosome. Furthermore, this gene was detected only in
species closely related to Sinorhizobium fredii. A copy of the sixth

biotin synthesis gene, bioC (NGR_c26660), is located further
downstream of the bioADBFZ cluster. Genes involved in biotin
transport (bioMNY) were identified elsewhere on the chromo-
some.

The transcriptomic data set showed that the genes bioADBFZ
together with the bioS regulator were upregulated in the NGR234-
�ngrI mutant. The biotin biosynthesis genes were on average
3-fold upregulated, while the bioS gene was almost 6.5-fold up-
regulated by sense transcripts (Table 7). Since it can be assumed
that TY medium contains high levels of this vitamin, the induced
regulation of the biotin biosynthesis genes in the absence of the
ngrI-specific AI suggests a QS-dependent regulation of this bio
cluster. With respect to the regulation of biotin, this is the first
report showing a QS-dependent regulation of bacterial biotin bio-
synthesis genes.

The bioS gene is unique to the sinorhizobia, and it is involved in
regulation of biotin-dependent processes and survival under bio-
tin starvation in S. meliloti (76, 77). Interestingly, earlier we re-
ported on a possible link between the bioS regulation and QS-
dependent gene regulation in S. meliloti (75). This observation is
now supported by the transcriptome data in the background of
the NGR234-�ngrI strain (Table 7; Fig. 3B).

Pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ) is required as a cofactor for
dehydrogenases involved in the primary oxidation of growth sub-
strates such as alcohols (ethanol, glycerol, and polyvinyl alcohols),
amines, and aldose sugars. PQQ-dependent dehydrogenases are
mostly secreted into the bacterial periplasm (78). While the pres-
ence and function of PQQ enzymes have been reported in many
rhizobial genomes, only little is known about their role during
root infection and nodule formation. In this respect, the presence
of a PQQ-dependent glucose dehydrogenase appears to be essen-
tial for nodulation efficiency and competitiveness in S. meliloti
(79, 80).

In the NGR234 genome, five genes encode the PQQ biosynthe-
sis. The pqqEDCBA genes are located on pNGR234b in a single
cluster (NGR_b03260 to -b03300) together with a possible alcohol
dehydrogenase (NGR_b03250) and a potential LuxR regulator
(NGR_b03240) (Table 7). In our study, all genes within the PQQ
gene cluster were strongly upregulated (up to 10.7-fold) in the
NGR234-�ngrI mutant but not in the NGR234-�traI mutant
(Fig. 4B). This finding suggests that PQQ-associated genes are
regulated and controlled by NGR234 QS signaling that is ngrI
specific. This is a novel finding, since it has previously not been
reported that PQQ genes in NGR234 are subject to QS-dependent
regulation.

T2SS and T3SS-II are subject to QS-dependent regulation.
NGR234 carries a remarkable number of secretion-associated
genes (13). Within this framework, we asked the question to what
extent the many secretory genes are subject to a QS-dependent
gene regulation in NGR234.

Expression of several T2SS-associated genes is diminished.
The general secretion-related pathway (T2SS) is widely conserved
in Gram-negative bacteria and translocates exoproteins (e.g., cel-
lulases, lipases, etc.) from the bacterial periplasm into the sur-
rounding medium. The T2SS is formed by a set of 12 to 16 proteins
(GspA to GspS), and in many ways they resemble type IV pilus
assembly systems (81). In NGR234, these genes are required for
type II pilus assembly and are all located in a single cluster on
cNGR234 encompassing 13 genes (NGR_c22980 to -c23100).
With respect to the regulation of secretion pathways, it is notable
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that several of the general secretion pathway-related genes were
significantly downregulated in the NGR234-�ngrI mutant
(Fig. 4A).

QS-mediated repression of the T3SS-II. Among the many se-
cretion systems that are encoded on the genome of NGR234, we
reported on two clusters of genes involved in the buildup of two
distinct type III secretion apparatuses (T3SS). Many Gram-nega-
tive bacteria utilize T3SS to direct effector proteins into the cyto-
plasm of their eukaryotic hosts. These specialized protein export
machineries are important components of bacterial virulence
(82). In NGR234, the first T3SS (T3SS-I) is encoded on the sym-
biotic plasmid (pNGR234a) and a second T3SS (T3SS-II) was
identified on pNGR234b. The two loci each encompass 22 genes
involved in the assembly of the two secretion machineries (13, 83).
The T3SS-I locus was found to be one of the key determinants of
host range (84–86). Recently, it was also shown that the T3SS-I
locus was upregulated in the Leucaena leucocephala and V. unguic-
ulata bacteroids. Transcription was, however, highest in the L.
leucocephala nodules in comparison to the V. unguiculata nodules
(29). Within this framework, our transcriptome study suggests
that the T3SS-I is subject to a QS-independent regulation. This
observation fits well with the reports on the flavonoid- and
NodD1-SyrM1-NodD2-TtsI-dependent regulatory cascade con-
trolling the activity of the T3SS-I locus (86, 87). In contrast to the
T3SS-I, not much is known about the function of the second T3SS
locus. Only a few of the T3SS-II-associated genes were upregu-
lated in L. leucocephala bacteroids (29), and a deletion of
NGR_b22890 to NGR_b22950 in the T3SS-II did not result in a
symbiotic phenotype, suggesting that the T3SS-II locus is not re-
quired for effective nodulation of the few legumes tested (13, 88).
In contrast to the QS-independent regulation of T3SS-I, the T3SS-
II, however, appears to be regulated in a QS-dependent manner.
Our transcriptome analysis of the NGR234-�ngrI mutant sug-
gests that all genes within the T3SS-II locus (NGR_b22790 to
-b23040) were downregulated by a factor of 3 to 7 compared to the
parent strain (Table 8; see also Fig. S3D in the supplemental ma-
terial), and for NGR_b22870, qRT-PCR analyses verified these
findings (see Table S2). Interestingly, in the NGR234-�traI strain
only 10 genes (NGR_b22920 and NGR_b22880 to -b22800) were
regulated in a QS-dependent manner, suggesting a slightly differ-
ent expression with respect to the traI-dependent regulation.

QS-dependent regulation of transposase activities in
NGR234. The NGR234 genome encodes a significant number
(4.1%) of phages and transposases which are unequally distrib-
uted over the three replicons (13). On pNGR234a, 114 trans-
posases and, on pNGR234b, 142 transposases were observed,
whereas only 79 transposable elements were found on the chro-
mosome. Insertion sequence (IS) elements could be grouped into
36 families, the largest of which includes 10 copies of the NGRIS-4
transposable element, and their sizes range from 623 to 3,316 bp.
With respect to our transcriptome study, it was obvious that alto-
gether 14 transposases were regulated in a QS-dependent manner
in the NGR234-�traI mutant. In the NGR234-�ngrI mutant, five
transposases were significantly repressed in their expression levels,
while only one was induced.

In NGR234, several phage-related proteins have been identi-
fied during the genome analysis. Most strikingly, a large cluster
comprising 49 phage-related genes was carried on the bacterial
chromosome (Fig. 4A). In the background of the NGR234-�ngrI

mutant, several genes within this cluster were 3- to 4-fold down-
regulated.

Nodulation is not affected in traI or ngrI deletion mutant
strains. Our transcriptome data revealed that almost none of the
symbiotic loci were differentially regulated in the NGR234 mu-
tants (Fig. 4C). To further verify these findings, we performed
nodulation assays to monitor the nodulation phenotype of the
different AI synthase mutants versus the parent strain. The assays
revealed that the QS deletion mutants were able to form nitrogen-
fixing nodules on V. unguiculata, V. radiata, and T. vogelii and did
not differ significantly in their nodulation efficiencies from the
NGR234 wild type (see Table S3 in the supplemental material).
We further tested the nodulation phenotype of the NGR234 dou-
ble mutant with a deletion in both QS loci. Similarly, the NGR234-
�ngrI/�traI mutant was not affected in its ability to form nitro-
gen-fixing nodules. Altogether, these observations fit well with the
hypothesis that QS is perhaps not of crucial importance for nod-
ulation per se.

AHL-dependent gene expression in early exponential phase
of NGR234. NGR234 carries a remarkably high number of genes,
which are involved in the degradation of various AHL signaling
molecules (55). It is worthwhile to speculate whether NGR234
uses this quorum quenching (QQ) arsenal to regulate its own AI
concentration inside and outside the cell or whether the QQ-
based strategy provides NGR234 a competitive advantage in the
rhizosphere. The intertwined regulation of these QQ-associated
genes is still unsolved and so far could not be linked to the pres-
ence of various levels of AHLs. In our experimental setup, we
wanted to investigate the influence of different AHL concentra-
tions on the expression of NGR234’s QQ loci. Therefore, we used
RNA-seq to analyze overall changes in the expression profiles of
NGR234 cells challenged with externally added AHLs.

In order to answer the question whether the QQ-related genes
could be induced by the addition of AHLs, we treated exponen-
tially growing cells with 3-oxo-C8-HSL at two different concen-
trations (0.05 �M and 50 �M). Interestingly, none of the previ-
ously identified QQ genes showed an increased transcription level
due to the added AHLs. To our surprise, we identified only a few
genes that were significantly altered in their transcription profile
(Fig. 2; Table 4) under both conditions. The addition of 0.05 �M
3-oxo-C8-HSL identified 13 significantly regulated genes, and the
addition of 50 �M merely identified four significantly differently
regulated genes compared to equally treated NGR234 wild-type
cells.

The observation that only a few genes were significantly altered
in their expression profiles suggests that QS-dependent gene reg-
ulation is less important during exponential growth in NGR234
and that factors other than just an increase in external AHL levels
are required for a QS-dependent gene expression. It is noteworthy
that other studies have already reported on QS modulators like
QscR and antiactivators like QslA that regulate the timing of QS-
controlled gene expression and the threshold concentration of the
QS signal (89, 90).

Rhizopine catabolism is repressed in the presence of high
levels of AHLs. Surprisingly, in the presence of high concentra-
tions of AHLs (50 �M) all four differentially regulated genes could
be grouped to the cluster responsible for rhizopine catabolism
collectively called the moc operon. Rhizopines are secreted plant
compounds, which are synthesized by bacteroids inside the plant
nodule in Rhizobium-legume interactions. Plant-nodulating rhi-
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zobia like NGR234 can obtain a nutritional advantage and a com-
petition success for nodule formation from these symbiotic asso-
ciations as the plant-associated rhizopines stimulate rhizobial
growth (91–93). These compounds function as growth substrates
and are catabolized by free-living rhizobia located in nodule in-
fection threads and in the rhizosphere (94). In NGR234, the moc
gene cluster, which is involved in the degradation of rhizopines, is
composed of six genes of which four, mocABRC, are essential for
the catabolic function. The NGR234 moc cluster is located on
pNGR234b, probably stretching from NGR_b17010 to NGR_
b17110. In our transcriptome data, moc genes ranging from
NGR_b17080 to -b17110 (Fig. 5) were 9- to 12-fold downregu-
lated in NGR234 challenged with 50 �M 3-oxo-C8-HSL. The moc
genes have been previously observed to be subject to QS-depen-
dent regulation in S. meliloti (19), and in A. tumefaciens, opines act
as the conjugal signal for octopine-type Ti plasmids. Furthermore,
in A. tumefaciens the octopine catabolic pathway and QS signal
pathways are directly linked and traR is activated only when a
threshold level of octopine is reached (95–97). The observation
that the presence of AI represses rhizopine degradation in
NGR234 might suggest, similarly to the A. tumefaciens system, a
link between rhizopine metabolism and QS. In fact, He and col-
leagues (14) have previously suggested that rhizopines interfere
with the regulation of TraR in NGR234. Thus, our observations
are well in line with the hypothesis of He and colleagues.

Conclusions. Within this work, we have identified a set of 186
QS-regulated (traI and ngrI) genes in NGR234 using RNA-seq.
We have provided evidence that the T3SS-II, T4P, biotin biosyn-
thesis, and PQQ genes are QS regulated under the control of the
NgrI/R regulon. These genes were so far not identified to be QS
regulated in any of the other rhizobial model organisms. Our data
further suggested that, similarly to S. meliloti, genes for flagellar
and EPS (succinoglucan) biosynthesis are subject to QS-depen-
dent regulation. While in general it is assumed that a homoge-

neous expression of these genes occurred throughout an isogenic
population, there is now initial evidence that this may not be the
natural situation. Instead, a fraction of the NGR234 genes are
most likely heterogeneously expressed on a single-cell level (98).
In the light of these novel findings, future work will now have to
elucidate the complex pattern of gene expression and regulation
on a single-cell level in this fascinating microorganism.
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